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A forest garden is a place where nature and people meet halfway, between the
canopy of trees and the soil underfoot. It doesn’t have to look like a forest –
what’s important is that natural processes are allowed to unfold, to the benefit of
plants, people and other creatures. The result is an edible ecosystem.

For three decades experimental forest gardens have been planted in temperate
cities and rural sites, in households, neighbourhoods, community gardens, parks,
market gardens and plant nurseries. Forest Gardening In Practice is the first
indepth review of forest gardening with living, best practice examples. It highlights
the four core skills of forest gardeners: ecology, horticulture, design, cooperation.
It is for hobby gardeners, smallholders, community gardeners and landscape
professionals.
Forest Gardening In Practice features:
* A history of forest gardening

* Step-by-step guide to creating your own edible ecosystem

* 14 in-depth case studies of established forest gardens and edible landscapes in
Europe and the USA.

* Chapters on integrating animals, learning, enterprises, working in community
and public settings.
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Tomas Remiarz has been involved in creating and maintaining forest gardens across
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Written by Tomas Remiarz, Forest Gardening in Practice is really a beautiful example of what a gardening book can and should be in an
age when so much raw information is available to us at the touch of a button. Taking us through the inspirations behind temperate
climate forest gardeningâ€”which include the "home gardens" of Kerala, India, as well as traditional English cottage
gardeningâ€”Remiarz walks us through how the concept was developing in parallel in several different parts of the world. From the
forest gardening of Robert Hart in the UK, to the development of permaculture by Bi International forest garden / food forest Symposium.
Forest Gardening Seminar. Useful Information. Tours.Â It includes a really useful survey of cold-climate food forestry from Europe and
the USA, with in-depth case studies bringing out the way people have solved (or not) problems encountered along the way. Forest
Gardening in Practice quantity. Add to cart. SKU: PU-011 Categories: On Agroforestry, On Forest Gardening, Publications. Description.
Description. In this valuable book Tomas Remiarz concentrates on the relationships of people with their forest gardens. It includes a
really useful survey of cold-climate food forestry from Europe and the USA, with in-depth case studies bringing out the way Forest
gardens or food forests come in all shapes and sizes, from a tiny patch in a back garden to sites of many acres. You can find them in
peoples homes, on allotments, in schools, colleges, housing developments and public parks. They are also being used in commercial
market gardens and on farms. I have created this website to share my enthusiasm for forest gardens and show how they could help us
find better ways to look after ourselves and each other. Over the last four years I have researched over 100 forest gardens, from small
back yards to commercial farms.Â They are illustrated with beautiful photographs and line drawings by Jed Picksley. Forest Gardening
in Practice - Order here.

